What is VERIFI?

VERIFI is an iTech Solutions offering that will give you a weekly status report of all your IBM i partitions.

Delivered via email, like a single pane of glass, VERIFI covers processor and user license compliance, important dates like IBM End of Service for your machine, your partitions’ last SAVSYS and IPL, your PTF and OS version, as well as a detailed statistics section of the last 7 days running to help identify potential problems before they start.

VERIFI places the information you need to manage your machine at your fingertips.

Options for VERIFI

VERIFI Weekly Status Reporting
- Covers processor and user license compliance
- Important dates like IBM End of Service for your machine
- Your partitions’ last SAVSYS and IPL
- Your PTF and OS currency
- Detailed statistics section of a last 7 days running to help identify potential problems before they start

1 Year Subscription
Annual payment of $295*
(Less than $25/mo)

This includes weekly reporting for one full year, sent right to your inbox.
*Price is per partition.

VERIFI Security Advisor
- This is a proactive overview of your system’s security
- Semi-monthly security overview and forecasting
- An annual one-hour advisory session with an iTech representative
- Includes system values, audit journal, invalid password attempts, encryption, user profile security, and more.

1 Year Subscription
Annual payment of $1200*

This includes semi-monthly security advisory reports for one full year, sent right to your inbox.
*Price is per partition.

VERIFI +
- VERIFI Weekly Status reporting and VERIFI Security Advisor combined
- Full weekly status reports on processor and user license compliance, important dates, last SAVSYS and IPL, PTF and OS Currency, and detailed weekly statistics
- Full semi-monthly security overview and annual advisory session on items like system values, audit journal, password attempts, encryption, profile security, and more.

1 Year Subscription
Annual payment of $1450*

This includes weekly reporting for one full year and semi-monthly security advisory for one full year, sent right to your inbox.
*Price is per partition.
How VERIFi Works

VERIFi lives in a library called ITECHSTATS.

VERIFi will create two job schedule entries in the standard IBM i job scheduler and are set to run each morning at 6 AM local time. One will allow VERIFi to update itself and the other will push statistical data to iTech Solutions’ reporting servers.

Why VERIFi Weekly Status Reporting?

VERIFi actually SAVES you money! It would cost more than $5 per week in resources to collect the data.

- VERIFi is delivered right to your inbox with a snapshot of your data
- Keep all 52 weeks of reporting to see your progress
- Observe current IBM i and FSP PTF levels and raises a flag if you’re not up to date
- Monitor disk growth
- Great for auditing!

Why VERIFi Security Advisor?

VERIFi Security Advisor was built for IBM i customers to help satisfy true security auditing requirements for a low cost. It will tell you exactly where your problem areas lie and we will advise you how best to address them.

With VERIFi Security Advisor you can now present your auditors with the data points they wish they knew to ask for. You’ll be able to show them your system security progress from start to finish.

Get sample reports sent to your email

itechsol.com/verifi